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 Appendix 1 Monday 10th and 24th August 2020  

Cllr’s: Sharp, M Ridley, G Ridley, D Cadwgan, K Johnson 

Clerk: Mrs Saunders 

 
1. Re-assess wetpour, Comb Hill - the quotes received earlier in the year for replacing the 

wetpour were discussed and it was agreed, too much. The working group will look at all 
options for the three worst areas and the clerk will produce a comparison list. The other 
areas, which are not as bad, are to be pressure washed and minor repairs undertaken by 
the cemetery staff. 
Proposal: to compile a comparison list and instruct cemetery staff to attend to the 
smaller areas. 

2. Westlands Play Area– There are two new pieces of equipment which were not able to be 
fitted due to the Fire Station laying underground heat source pumps in the area. It has 
now been established where this is and the equipment can be fitted. 
Local residents have asked that the trees at the top end are reduced to enable them to 
see the children. NCC have been approached. 

3. Coronation Park - a wheelie bin is to be placed there to help with the increased litter. 
The WI have not been able to tend to the Park due to covid but Cllr Johnson offered to 
undertake the maintenance. 
Proposal: To write to the WI, thank them for the work they have done in the past and ask 
if they are still interested in looking after the park.  
Metal Gully strips on West Road – these are clogged up. The clerk will find out who is 
responsible for them. 

4. Wapping Garden – pruning of cherry tree required. 
Proposal: To ask Gavin Reichart, tree surgeon, to prune the tree. 

5. Update on benches, seating and footpaths. 
Cllr M Ridley walked the Burn footpath and reported that there is a tree/bus 
overhanging the path which M Glenwright will cut back.  There is also a gate to be 
replaced, the post repaired and a new spring. Otherwise all was well. 
Cllr’s Cadwgan, Sharp and G Ridley went on a walk from Ave St Meen down by the Tyne. 
The following was recommended: 

a. Contact NCC to ask if they would clear the overgrowth up to 1 metre along highway at 
the entrance to Boat Lane and ask if the verge on the other side can be cleared too. It 
was also suggested that they are asked to remove the soil and rubble and to tarmac the 
area. Mark Harrison has said this will be done when the Blue Bridge is re-surfaced alter 
this year. 

b. There is an area of wild grown next to the Eden footpath on the opposite side of Boat 
Lane – contact NCC to see who is responsible for it 

c.  The permissive footpath along the arches is owned by STRPS, and their volunteers Ian 
and Jan Millward have been clearing around the seats. However, there is a seat with the 
back off that The Council placed many years ago. There is also a post and rail fence that 
needs extensive repair. It was proposed to contact Ian to ask if the Council could replace 
the back of the seat and get a quote for the repair of the fence. The quote to be brought 
back to council for consideration. 
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d. The siding s have been opened up to allow walking, the members wanted to thank Ian 
and Jan for their hard work in progressing this. 

e. There are two bench seats that Kilfrost donated that are in dis-repair. Kilfrost to be asked 
if the council can remove them and replace with a seat that it has spare. Also, to ask if 
they would be prepared to donate another seat. 

Proposal: To accept the recommendations above. 

Cllr Cadwgan also reported that the Haltwhislte Ponds were put in as a biodiversity scheme 
about 10 years ago. There are now new signs up and the area is being mowed and tidied up. 
There is money available for this sort of work along the A69. 

 
6. BMX track – cutting of grass – NCC cut twice a year, D Hunt is sorting this 
7. Parking bay outside Methodist – discuss removal for easier access for Co-op lorries. Clerk 

to email R McKenzie for advice. 
8. Vandalised caravan on old football field – MG to speak to scrap metal contact to 

remove. 
9. Any other business. 

Pig Market – cobble need spraying – MG to organise 

Bus timetable check for stop on metal bridge 

Dog bin at Holly House knocked over by a car. Council had a spare one which will replace it, 
slightly further off the road. The police have been informed. 

The Comb Hill play area would benefit from two more solar lamps. At the meeting in March 
Cllr Hutchinson had said he would consider this request. The clerk has spoken with him and 
he has agreed to fund them.  

There have been a lot of complaints about the grass cutting undertaken by Karbon Homes. 
The clerk will write to Philip Rutherford to complain. 

There is a tree overhanging the play area at Comb Hill from the neighbouring house. Cllr 
Sharp offered to speak to the owner and ask if the council could cut it back. 

Bellister Bridge is to have the work done imminently and will need to be closed in the 
process. The Blue Bridge is waiting for Heritage Approval. 


